
ANNEXURES
Exhibit A

Fair Information Repository (FIR)
1. District: ______, Delhi
P.S.:  _______
2. Acts: Sections: Sections 153, 153A, 153B, 298, 499, 504, 505, 506, 107 r/w 146 IPC,
Section 125(3A) punishable under Section 125A of Representation of People Act, 1951.
3. Occurrence of Offence:
a) Date From: 20/12/2020   Date To: 29/02/2020  Time Period:  Time From:      Time To:
4. Type of Information: Available everywhere except to Delhi Police
5. Place of Occurrence: Maujpur Chowk, Connaught Place
6. Details of Known/Suspect/Unknown accused with full particulars (attach separate sheet if
necessary): Kapil Mishra is an Indian politician from Delhi affiliated to BJP and a former MLA
representing Karawal Nagar (Delhi Assembly constituency).
7. Reason for delay in reporting by the complainant/informant: Complicity of Delhi police in the
incident itself led them to not register the FIR at all.
8. F.I.R. Contents
District: NORTH EAST (DELHI) GENERAL DIARY P.S.: GD No.: Time: Date: Entry Made
For: Rank / Name / PIS No. of Police Officer: GD Type(s): Citizens’ Appeals GD Subject: GD
Brief:
On 20 December 2019 at 10:36 am, the BJP’s Delhi unit account tweeted a video of a
280-second monologue by Mishra. In the video, Mishra is seen likening the student-led
anti-CAA protests to an Islamist, riotous and terrorist movement. Later that same evening around
5 pm, Mishra led a march from Central Park Connaught Place Delhi in which he was chanting
“desh ke gaddaron ko goli maaro saalon ko” slogan. He also tweeted a video of the same
(deleted later). Around 5000 people are estimated to have attended the event. He uploaded
another video (tweeted at 06:11 pm) from the same event which shows other people chanting the
same slogan.
On 23 February 2020, at 1.22 pm, Mishra tweeted asking his supporters to gather at Maujpur
Chowk, near an anti-CAA protest site. At Maujpur Chowk, Mishra while standing next to
Deputy Commissioner of Police Ved Surya, Mishra is seen inciting the crowd gathered there to
indulge in violence if anti-Muslim CAA protesters were cleared out by police: “We will remain
peaceful as long as (US President) Trump is here. But once Trump leaves, if the Jaffrabad and
Chand Bagh roads are not cleared, we will not listen even to you. If the roads are not vacated,
we will have to hit the streets." Mishra also tweeted a video of the same around 3 pm which was
viewed and shared by thousands of people (taken down by Twitter subsequently). While
addressing the crowd, Mishra further says, “This is the right moment. Exploit it. If you miss it,
you won’t get another opportunity.”
At 4 pm on the same day (23 February 2020), Mishra arrived at an anti-CAA protest site with an
armed mob and DCP Ved Surya (the same man who was seen in the 3 pm video). Mishra chanted
slogans such as “desh ke gaddaro, goli maaro saalo ko” (shoot dead the bastard traitors) and
“Kattue murdabad" (Death to the circumcised! – a reference to Muslims).
On 29 February 2020, during a march which began from Delhi’s Jantar Mantar area, was
attended by around 1,200 people. Here also Mishra raised the same slogan, “desh ke gaddaron ko
goli maaro saalon ko” when the march reached Connaught Place area.

https://twitter.com/indiantweeter/status/1208004488801456128


9. Action taken since the above information recieved:
Arrested students and activists who were exercising their democratic right to dissent and booked
them under Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 a template perceived by us to guarantee
stifling of dissent, as denying personal liberty to an individual booked under this Act becomes
simpler and also enables portraying innocent individuals and human rights defenders as
'terrorists'. Also tortured a few of them in custody.

1. Registered the case and took up the investigation: only if they are an anti-CAA protester.
2. Directed: Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Refused investigation due to: Orders from Item No. 9(2)
4. Transferred to P.S.: _______

F.I.R. read over to the complainant / informant admitted to be correctly recorded and a copy
given to the complainant  / informant free of cost: _________       .

Exhibit B
Fair Information Repository (FIR)

1.District: _______, Delhi
P.S. _______
2.Acts: Sections: Sections 120B, 141, 142, 156, 153A, 153B, 295A, 427, 144, 186,
332, 505, 298 of IPC, Section 125(3A) punishable under Section 125A of Representation of
People Act, 1951
3.Occurrence of Offence:
a)Day: Sunday Date From:28/01/2020 Date To: 29/01/2020 Time Period: Time From: Time
To:
4. Type of Information: Available everywhere except to Delhi Police
5. Place of Occurrence: ______
6. Details of Known/Suspect/Unknown accused with full particulars (attach separate sheet if
necessary): Parvesh Sahib Singh Verma is a Member of Parliament from West Delhi.
7. Reason for delay in reporting by the complainant/informant: Complicity of Delhi police in the
incident itself led them to not register the FIR at all.
8. F.I.R. Contents
District: NORTH EAST (DELHI) GENERAL DIARY P.S.: GD No.: Time: Date: Entry Made
For: Rank / Name / PIS No. of Police Officer: GD Type(s): Citizens’ Appeals GD Subject: GD
Brief: At this time information was provided through multiple complaints that during the
campaign leading up to Delhi Assembly elections 2020, communal speeches were made by
several individuals including Kapil Mishra, Anurag Thakur, Yogi Adityanath and Amit Shah. In
this context, during an interview to a news agency, on 28.01.2020, West Delhi BJP MP Parvesh
Sahib Singh Verma stated, "Lakhs of people gather there [Shaheen Bagh]. People of Delhi will
have to think and take a decision. They will enter your houses, rape your sisters and daughters,
kill them...There's time today, Modi ji and Amit Shah won't come to save you tomorrow." He
openly threatened protesters stating that if the BJP is voted to power in Delhi, it will only take an
hour to clear off protests in Shaheen Bagh. He further added, "This election [Delhi poll] is not a
small election but that for stability and unity of the country..." The BJP MP also said, "If my
government is formed in Delhi, then give me only one month's time after February 11. Will not
leave any mosques built in my Lok Sabha constituency on government land will remove them



all." In another interview, he stated, “We all know what Jihad is. Jihad is to convert all
non-Muslims to Muslims. This is what they did in Kashmir. Wherever slogans of jihad will be
raised, the outcome will be the same..." Thus, this shows a conspiracy to disrupt the elections and
the clear intent of the accused to incite violence against members of certain community.
9. Action taken since the above information received:
Arrested students and activists who were exercising their democratic right to dissent and booked
them under Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, a template perceived by us to guarantee
stifling of dissent, as denying personal liberty to an individual booked under this Act becomes
simpler and also enables portraying innocent individuals and human rights defenders as
'terrorists'. Also tortured a few of them in custody.

1. Registered the case and took up the investigation: Only if they are an anti-CAA protester.
2. Directed: Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Refused investigation due to: Orders from Item No. 9(2)
4. Transferred to P.S.: ______

F.I.R. read over to the complainant / informant admitted to be correctly recorded and a copy
given to the complainant  / informant free of cost: _________

Exhibit C

Fair Information Repository
1.District: ______, Delhi
P.S. ______
2.Acts: Sections – Sections 120B, 153B, 166, 504, 505, 298 of I.P.C. Section 123
(3A) of The Representation of the People Act, 1951

3.Occurrence of Offence:
a)Day: Sunday Date From:28/01/2020 Date To: 28/01/2020 Time Period: Time From: Time
To:
4. Type of Information: Available everywhere except to Delhi Police
5. Place of Occurrence: _______
6. Details of Known/Suspect/Unknown accused with full particulars (attach separate sheet if
necessary): Amit Shah is the Union Minister of Home Affairs.
7. Reason for delay in reporting by the complainant/informant: Complicity of Delhi police in the
incident itself led them to not register the FIR at all.
8. F.I.R. Contents
District: NORTH EAST (DELHI) GENERAL DIARY P.S.: JAFFRABAD GD No.: Time: Date:
Entry Made For: Rank / Name / PIS No. of Police Officer: NA/NA/NA GD Type(s): Citizens’
Appeals GD Subject: GD Brief: At this time information was provided by national and
alternative media that during the campaign leading up to Delhi Assembly elections 2020,
communal speeches were made by several individuals including Parvesh Verma, Kapil Mishra,
Anurag Thakur, and Yogi Adityanath. In this context, on 28 January 2020, Amit Shah, as part of
the election campaign asked voters in Delhi, to “press the EVM button with such force that the
current is felt in Shaheen Bagh”. Thus, this clearly indicates that there was a conspiracy to
disrupt the elections and the clear intent of the accused to incite violence and hatred against



members of certain community. This also shows that Shah intended to promote communal
disharmony amongst members of different religious communities.
9. Action taken since the above information received:
Arrested students and activists who were exercising their democratic right to dissent and booked
them under Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, a template perceived by us to guarantee
stifling of dissent, as denying personal liberty to an individual booked under this Act becomes
simpler and also enables portraying innocent individuals and human rights defenders as
terrorists. Also tortured a few of them in custody.

1. Registered the case and took up the investigation: only if they are an anti-CAA protester.
2. Directed: Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Refused investigation due to: Orders from Item No. 9(2)
4. Transferred to P.S.: ______

F.I.R. read over to the complainant / informant admitted to be correctly recorded and a copy
given to the complainant  / informant free of cost: _______

Exhibit D
Fair Information Repository (FIR)

1.District: _____, Delhi
P.S.: _____
2.Acts:                          Sections: Sections 120B, 504, 505, 506, 499, 166, 107 r/w 302, 153,
153A, 153B, 298 of I.P.C., Section 123 (3A) of The Representation of the People Act, 1951.
3.Occurrence of Offence:
a)Day: Sunday  Date From:01/02/2020   Date To: 02/02/2020  Time Period:  Time From:    Time
To:
4. Type of Information: Available everywhere except to Delhi Police
5. Place of Occurrence: ______
6. Details of Known/Suspect/Unknown accused with full particulars (attach separate sheet if
necessary): Ajay Singh Bisht @ Yogi Adityanath is the Chief Minister of Uttar Pradesh.
7. Reason for delay in reporting by the complainant/informant: Complicity of Delhi police in the
incident itself led them to not register the FIR at all.
8. F.I.R. Contents
District: NORTH EAST (DELHI) GENERAL DIARY P.S.:  GD No.: Time: Date: Entry Made
For: Rank / Name / PIS No. of Police Officer: GD Type(s): Citizens’ Appeals GD Subject:  GD
Brief: At this time information was provided that during the campaign leading up to Delhi
Assembly elections 2020, communal speeches were made by several individuals including
Parvesh Verma, Kapil Mishra, Anurag Thakur, and Amit Shah. In this context, on 01 February
2020 at a rally in Rohini, West Delhi, Bisht claimed Mahatma Gandhi had said India should
provide citizenship to Hindus, Sikhs, Buddhists, Jains, Parsis and Christians fleeing atrocities in
Pakistan, and “therefore, it (the citizenship law) should be welcomed." In the same rally, he
stated, “Those who supported terrorists in Kashmir have come and sat on a dharna in Shaheen
Bagh against the CAA and are raising slogans of ‘azadi’." The next day, i.e., on 2 February
2020, he also openly spoke about the action he took against the protesters in UP, “You should
understand what they want, what they think about India, where are they taking it. If they indulge
in rioting or arson…In Uttar Pradesh, I told the administration to make them pay for the
damages and we seized their property.” In the same rally he said, that those who do not listen to



words will surely understand the language of the bullet. The UP CM also said that since
Narendra Modi became the prime minister, “we have been identifying every terrorist and feeding
them ‘goli' instead of biryani." Thus, this clearly indicates that there was a conspiracy to disrupt
the elections and the clear intent of the accused to incite violence and hatred against members of
certain community. This also shows that Bisht was willing to take law and order in his own
hands while dealing with those he was alleging to be rioters, rather than following procedure
established by law.
9. Action taken since the above information received:
Arrested students and activists who were exercising their democratic right to dissent and booked
them under Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, a template perceived by us to guarantee
stifling of dissent, as denying personal liberty to an individual booked under this Act becomes
simpler and also enables portraying innocent individuals and human rights defenders as
'terrorists'. Also tortured a few of them in custody.

1. Registered the case and took up the investigation: only if they are an anti-CAA protester.
2. Directed: Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Refused investigation due to: Orders from Item No. 9(2)
4. Transferred to P.S.: ______

F.I.R. read over to the complainant / informant admitted to be correctly recorded and a copy
given to the complainant  / informant free of cost: ______

Exhibit E

Fair Information Repository (FIR)
1. District: _____, Delhi
P.S.: _____
2. Acts: Sections: Sections 120B, 504, 505, 506, 499, 166 , 107 r/w 302, 107 r/w
146, 153, 153A, 153B, 298 of I.P.C., and Section 123 (3A) punishable under Section 125 of the
Representation of the People Act 1951
3. Occurrence of Offence:
a) Day: Monday Date From:27/01/2020 Date To: 27/01/2020 Time Period: Time From:
Time To:
4. Type of Information: Available everywhere except to Delhi Police
5. Place of Occurrence: Rithala, North West Delhi
6. Details of Known/Suspect/Unknown accused with full particulars (attach separate sheet if
necessary): Anurag Singh Thakur is a member of the Lower House of Parliament in India (Lok
Sabha) from Hamirpur in Himachal Pradesh, and also serves as a Minister of State for Finance
and Corporate Affairs.
Since 25th May, 2008, Thakur has been an MP in the Lok Sabha (Lower House) from Himachal
Pradesh state’s Hamirpur constituency. He has been re-elected from Hamirpur thrice — in 2009,
2014 and 2019.From 2010 till 2016, Thakur was the President of the Bharatiya Janata Yuva
Morcha (BJYM), the BJP’s youth wing.
7. Reason for delay in reporting by the complainant/informant: Complicity of Delhi police in the
incident itself led them to not register the FIR at all.
8. F.I.R. Contents



District: NORTH EAST (DELHI) GENERAL DIARY P.S.: GD No.: Time: Date: Entry Made
For: Rank / Name / PIS No. of Police Officer: GD Type(s): Citizens’ Appeals GD Subject: GD
Brief:
It is stated by the informant that one person by the name of Anurag Singh Thakur by using
communally charged and language of communal violence, incited the mob to violence against
members of certain community. On 27th January, 2020 – election campaign rally in Rithala,
Delhi, Thakur was seen repeatedly chanting the first half of the slogan, “desh ke gaddaro ko…”,
and exhorting the crowd to chant the second, violent half of the slogan, “goli maaro saalo ko.”
 Thakur’s speech (video) was made at Shamshan Ghat Road, Buddh Vihar at an election
campaign rally for Manish Chaudhary, the BJP’s candidate for the Rithala constituency. In the
video, Thakur can be seen repeatedly chanting “Desh ke gaddaro ko” (the traitors of the
country) and exhorting his supporters to complete the slogan with “goli maaro saalo ko” (shoot
the bastards). At one point in the clip, Thakur says to the crowd, “Peeche tak aawaz jani chahiye
Giriraj ji ko sunai de” (be louder so your voice can reach the back and Giriraj ji can also hear it).
In fact, within two days after Thakur’s speech, there were further instances of violence against
anti-CAA protesters in Delhi.
The speech was made in public, in the presence of dozens (and possibly hundreds) of people, at a
rally that two other central government ministers were reported to have attended. The video of
the speech went viral on social media and later received wide coverage in the national media,
both print and broadcast.
9. Action taken since the above information received:
Arrested students and activists who were exercising their democratic right to dissent and booked
them under Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 a template perceived by us to guarantee
stifling of dissent, as denying personal liberty to an individual booked under this Act becomes
simpler and also enables portraying innocent individuals and human rights defenders as
'terrorists'. Also tortured a few of them in custody.

1. Registered the case and took up the investigation: only if they are an anti-CAA protester.
2. Directed: Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Refused investigation due to: Orders from Item No. 9(2)
4. Transferred to P.S.: ______

F.I.R. read over to the complainant / informant admitted to be correctly recorded and a copy
given to the complainant / informant free of cost: ______

Exhibit F

Fair Information Repository (FIR)
1.District: _____, Delhi
P.S.: _____
2.Acts:                       Sections: Section 153A, 504, 505, 298 of IPC, Section 3(u) SC/ST
(Prevention of Atrocities) Act.
3.Occurrence of Offence:
a)Day: Sunday  Date From:23/02/2020   Date To: 24/02/2020  Time Period:  Time From:     Time
To:
4. Type of Information: Available everywhere except to Delhi Police
5. Place of Occurrence: ______



6: Details of Known/Suspect/Unknown accused with full particulars (attach separate sheet if
necessary): Ragini Tiwari. Tiwari is a local Hindu leader in Delhi’s North East district. She
claims to not be a member of any particular political party, but has admitted to having
campaigned for a BJP candidate in the Delhi state legislative assembly elections in February
2020. Tiwari has publicly expressed admiration for Prime Minister Modi.
7. Reason for delay in reporting by the complainant/informant: Complicity of Delhi police in the
incident itself led them to not register the FIR at all.
8. F.I.R. Contents
District: NORTH EAST (DELHI) GENERAL DIARY P.S.: JAFFRABAD GD No.: Time: Date:
Entry Made For: Rank / Name / PIS No. of Police Officer:  GD Type(s): Citizens’ Appeals GD
Subject:  GD Brief: At this time information was provided through multiple complaints that
residents of North East Delhi were peacefully sitting on a protest at Maujpur Jaffrabad against
Citizenship (Amendment) Act 2019. It is stated by the informant that one person by the name of
Ragini Tiwari by using communally charged and casteist language, incited the mob to violence
against members of certain community. Ragini Tiwari was heard shouting like, “Kaat daalo, jo
bhi hai, kaat daalo… Bhimti hai kya?” (Cut him up, whoever it is, cut him up. Is he a Bhimti? –
a term used to refer to ‘lower caste’ Dalits) and “Sanataniyo baahar aao. Maro ya maar dalo.
Baad mein dekhi jayegi." (Hindus, come out. Die or kill. The rest shall be seen later.”). She is
also heard saying, “Bahut hua sanatan par vaar, ab nahi sahenge vaar. Aar paar ki ladai, sabhi
sanataniyo bahar aao. Maro ya maar daalo, baad me dekhi jayegi. Bahut hua…khoon na
khaula…khoon nahi who paani hai.” Thus, the intention of the accused becomes very clear
which was to incite the Hindu mobs which were already out of control following the speech by
Kapil Mishra earlier in the afternoon of 23/02/2020 near Jaffrabad metro station. The accused did
not stop here and was also present near a sit-in protest at Maujpur and heard to chant the same
slogan by Kapil Mishra, “Desh ke gaddaro ko, goli maaro saalo ko.” (shoot dead the bastard
traitors to the nation). On 24/02/2020, Tiwari was again heard shouting violent slogans, “Bharat
me yadi rehna hai toh, jai shri ram kehna hoga”. Both videos were also streamed live by her
account on Facebook.
9. Action taken since the above information received:
Arrested students and activists who were exercising their democratic right to dissent and booked
them under Unlawful Activities (Prevention) Act, 1967 a template perceived by us to guarantee
stifling of dissent, as denying personal liberty to an individual booked under this Act becomes
simpler and also enables portraying innocent individuals and human rights defenders as
'terrorists'. Also tortured a few of them in custody.

1. Registered the case and took up the investigation: only if they are an anti-CAA protester.
2. Directed: Ministry of Home Affairs
3. Refused investigation due to: Orders from Item No. 9(2)
4. Transferred to P.S.:  ______

F.I.R. read over to the complainant / informant admitted to be correctly recorded and a copy
given to the complainant  / informant free of cost: ______

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vedwPT9Wm_I&feature=emb_logo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vedwPT9Wm_I&feature=emb_logo

